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Top Pick: Titan X-3 Flat Foot Power Rack Titan X-3 Flat Foot Power Rack Titan X-3 Flat Foot Power Rack is the ultimate solution for jacks and athletes looking for the top of the Power Rack line without having to screw the stand to the floor! High-performance 3 x 3 high-performance 11-speed posts
provide maximum support for max reps. In addition, the construction of flat feet stabilizes the floor stand while allowing it to pass through the design. Double-sided wedge plates lock the posts in place to provide strength and support. (A pair of X-3 JHooks, a pair of pipe/pin safes and 1.25&amp;2 pull rods
included.) Features:- 3 x 3 11 gauge steel posts.- Flat foot design keeps the 343 pound rack stable without screwing on the floor.- Grease (2) and skinny (1.25) pull rods included.- Walk design.- Laser cut upright holes with Westside hole spacing.- Pair uhmw padded X-3 J-Hooks included. Titan X-3 Flat
Foot Power Rack is one of the best titans power racks and is unique in that it doesn't have to be bolted to the floor. This is important for portability, so that you don't have to mess up garage or home gym floors. It is also a very versatile power stand that has the ability to expand to either 10 or 24, which
has an internal depth already nice-sized rack of either 40 or 54. The bottom line is that the Titan X-3 has the quality (as we'll discuss later), versatility, features and size to be one of the best shelves on the market. While its size and versatility are some of the main selling points of the X-3, the price is what
sets it apart not only by titan's other offerings, but indeed most of everything else on the market. It has properties of $1,000 on a $2,000 power rack, but starts at a price point of just over $500 and can be expanded to nearly double its size for the right around $900. Compare this with the likes of Rogue
RM-6 and Sorinex XL and you'll see very similar features (but much higher quality standards) for less than half the price. The Titan X-3 is rated at £1,500 with 3 x 3 11-gauge steel bolts, similar to the more expensive Rogue and Sorinex offerings (although Titan are made overseas using imported steel.)
As mentioned earlier, and because of its flat feet, the X-3 does not need to be bolted to the floor and remains sturdy and unsaverable no matter how heavy the weight load. Measuring 49 x 48, the X-3 is the ideal size for narrower cuts and even comes in a short (82) or high (92) model depending on the
height of your ceilings. Even if you have more space or move into one, there are 10 and 24 extension sets to add more posts for further lifting or plate storage and portability of the rack in order to move it possible. As far as accessories go, the Titan X-3 has great options and can use not only what Titan
sells, but also what Rogue sells for its Monster Lite racks. The X-3 comes with spotter weapons, weight storage, multiple j-cups, upgraded pull-up rods and has option for a wide range of additional attachments. The X-3 uses Westside Hole spacing across the bench and 2-inch spacing everywhere else
makes it easier to start weighing at the right height. The only real drawback of the X-3 is the short 1-year warranty, lack of customer service, worst quality powder-coat, welds, and the like, as well as the fact that it was made and comes from overseas. For some people, these negatives are enough to look
elsewhere, but to get all the features and quality offered by the X-3 at this price point, something has to give (believe it or not, you still generally get what you pay for.) If you are creating a Titan home gym on a budget, this stand has the most everything you could want at a great price. Runner-Up: Titan T-
3 Power Rack Titan T-3 Series Power Rack Titan T-3 Series Heavy Duty Power Rack is ideal for any professional or home gym! Built using heavy 11ga (3.25mm) steel, this rack will never budge or back down. T-3 Power stands use high-charging 2 x 3 steel tubes, most likely to notice immediately how
heavy and firm each piece is. These power racks are perfect for dips, bench presses, curls, pull ups, and much more. Pre-drilled holes follow the popular West Side stick pattern, allowing you to move the bar up or down in 1 step when using the bench. Additional weight holder attachments and J hooks are
included and easy to install. The 5/8 hardware also provides maximum security, even if the rack is completely maxed out. Screw-together construction allows you to easily transport and fit rack to any room or basement! Features:- T-3 series power racks contain 2 x3 steel tubes - Capacity: £1,000 - 1
round steel j-hooks - Chin to rod: 1 1/4 &amp; 2 diameter - Includes J-Hooks and scale holders Titan T-3 running stand is ideal for small spaces and comes at depths of either 24 or 36 with high or short variation for each depth. We reviewed the T-3 in depth, including a comparison with rogue R-3. The
price is right for each of these options because they range from under $400 to around the $500 mark. This stand gives you the ability to lift heavy while maintaining safety and efficiency with multiple safes and j cups and is equivalent to a much higher priced Rogue R-3 for considerably less money. In
terms of quality, the T-3 doesn't match the X-3 due to thinner posts, but the 1,100-pound rackable capacity and 4,400-pound total rack capacity is more than most everyone in the world could hope to need. The stand uses 1 westside gap across the bench area and 2 everywhere else, contains a black
powder coat, can be bolted to the ground, contains a 2x3 hose with 11-gauge steel, and now features 6 hole gaps on the sides. The bottom line is that it's a large and simple power stand at an incredibly low price compared to similar models. Even if it is a runner-up Titan rack for a garage gym, it could
actually be considered the highest is your biggest problem, and oftentimes in the garage gym, it is so. There is not much dislike for the price, but there are some disadvantages of this rack. The same problems that haunt the vast majority of Titan products, such as customer service, poor shipping
standards, overseas manufacturing, and some save on quality are most of the complaints that Titan customers have. There have been several reported cases of j-cups breaking (which is always scary to hear) as well. The T-3 is a good stand that if you have the ability to bolt to the ground or the platform
will provide years for service. Budget Choose: Titan T-3 Fold Rack Titan T-3 Fold Back Wall-Mounted Squat Rack Titan T-3 Series Folding Power Rack is ideal for anyone with limited space! Start bench pressing, squats, pull ups, and other creative exercises within minutes of attaching the stand to the
wall. Now includes our version 2 posts featuring 6 side hole spacing throughout the posts to add more T-3 accessories and versatility to the rack! Titan T-3 Series Power Racks use 2 x 3 11 gauge steel tubes with a diameter of 2 pull bar. Our pin and hinge system allows you to quickly remove the pull bar
and simply fold the stand against the wall. Features: - Now includes our version 2 posts featuring 6 side-hole spacing.- T-3 series Folding Power Racks use 2 x 3 11 gauge steel tubes with a diameter of 2 pull bar.- Folds flats against the wall to save as much space as possible. - Laser cut for precise
mounting and heavy powder coat for durable surface-- 4 J-Hooks included! Specifications:- Material: 2 x 3 11 Steel gauge. - Rackable Capacity: 1,100 LB. - Height: 82- Width: 50- Depth: 41- Weight: 165 LB Folding stand T-3 is in the same series as the above stand and has some of the same
characteristics, hardware and quality as other T-3 series devices. The main difference is that it adds in the ability to fold the rack away when not in use. When building a garage gym with limited space or family, which also uses the garage for other things, this feature can be huge. After folding it takes up
very little space and it's as easy to fold and easy to install allows you to park your car in the garage if necessary (yes, some people still do that even if we disagree...) The fact that the T-3 series foldable power rack can be folded when not in use is a huge advantage for the garage gym, but it may not be
its biggest advantage. Coming in at nearly $300, this is one of the best priced fold-away racks on the market. This is the best-priced fold-away power rack on the market, and when it's made and comes from overseas, and shipping and customer service have been problems in the past for Titan Fitness,
price and quality make this rack worth the risk. News 30 Mar 2020 Wooden Parallettes 05 Mar 2019 FIBO 2019 2019
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